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R ÉSUMÉ

The purpose of automatic text simplification is to provide a new version of documents that are easier
to understand by a given population or easier to process by other NLP applications. However, it is
important to know what should be simplified exactly within the documents before the simplification
is done. Indeed, even in technical and specialized documents, it is unnecessary to simplify everything
but just those segments that present understanding difficulty. Typically, the purpose of complex
word identification is to diagnose the difficulty of a given document to detect complex words or
passages within it. We propose to address the issue of identifying complex words and passages within
biomedical documents in French.

A BSTRACT

Identification de mots et passages difficiles dans les documents médicaux en français.
L’objectif de la simplification automatique des textes consiste à fournir une nouvelle version de
documents qui devient plus facile à comprendre pour une population donnée ou plus facile à traiter
par d’autres applications du TAL. Cependant, avant d’effectuer la simplification, il est important de
savoir ce qu’il faut simplifier exactement dans les documents. En effet, même dans les documents
techniques et spécialisés, il n’est pas nécessaire de tout simplifier mais juste les segments qui
présentent des difficultés de compréhension. Il s’agit typiquement de la tâche d’identification de mots
complexes : effectuer le diagnostic de difficulté d’un document donné pour y détecter les mots et
passages complexes. Nous proposons de travail sur l’identification de mots et passages complexes
dans les documents biomédicaux en français.

M OTS - CLÉS : Détection de mots difficiles, Simplification de texte.
K EYWORDS: Complex word identification, Text simplification.
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Introduction

The purpose of automatic text simplification (Saggion, 2017) is to provide a new version of documents
that are easier to understand by a given population (Son et al., 2008; Paetzold & Specia, 2016b;
Chen et al., 2016; Arya et al., 2011; Leroy et al., 2013) or easier to process by NLP applications
(Chandrasekar & Srinivas, 1997; Vickrey & Koller, 2008; Blake et al., 2007; Stymne et al., 2013;
Wei et al., 2014; Beigman Klebanov et al., 2004). Yet, it is important to know what should be
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simplified exactly within the documents before the simplification is done. Indeed, even in technical
and specialized documents, it is unnecessary to simplify everything but just those segments that
present understanding difficulty. For example, the following sentence from a biomedical document
contains difficult words such as (OPA (acute pulmonary edema), résolutif (resolvent), VNI (NIV),
oxygénothérapie (oxygen therapy)) which, if simplified or explained, could make the text more
understandable.
Le patient est donc transféré en réanimation : l’OAP est résolutif sous VNI et oxygénothérapie. (Hence, the patient is transferred to intensive care : acute pulmonary edema is
resolvent with NIV and oxygen therapy.)
Generally, biomedical documents are often considered one of the most challenging texts to read and
understand by a large population. The difficulty is mainly on a lexical level since the vocabulary of
medical texts are very specific and because of the document’s rich terminological status. Therefore,
the purpose complex word identification model (CWI) is to make the diagnosis of the difficulty within
a given document in order to detect words or passages within it.
In our work, we propose to address the issue of identifying complex words and passages within
biomedical documents in French. We first present some related work (Section 2). We then introduce
the reference data and our approach (Section 3) and present the results obtained (Section 4). Finally,
we conclude in Section 5. 1

2

Related Work

Complex word identification has attracted the attention of researchers recently, either as part of text
simplification systems (Shardlow, 2013; Paetzold & Specia, 2015) or as an independent task, such as
promoted by SemEval 2016 (Paetzold & Specia, 2016a), 2018 CWI shared task (Yimam et al., 2018),
or SemEval 2021 (Shardlow et al., 2021).
The first complex word identification SemEval was introduced in 2016 to identify difficult words
in an English corpus. The task was a binary classification task in which the model had to decide
whether the target word was difficult or not for non-native speakers (Paetzold & Specia, 2016a).
Participants exploited different classifiers such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree,
Random Forest, Logistic Regression and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with features like word
embeddings, lexical, morphological, and psycholinguistic properties of the target words and POS
tags. The participating systems showed an accuracy between 0.465 and 0.922.
In 2018, the CWI shared task extended its purpose to the identification of difficult words in different
languages (English, German, French, Spanish), as well as in a multilingual corpus (Yimam et al., 2018).
Two tasks were proposed : binary classification task (to decide whether the word is difficult or not) and
probabilistic classification task (to assign a probability to a given word as being difficult). Participants
used different classifiers (e.g., SVM, Naive Bayes, Random Forest) and different combinations of
features such as word frequency, semantics, lexical, morphological, and psycholinguistic properties.
In addition, some participants started to use the context of target words and word embeddings. The
results of the binary classification task, F-measures were between 0.176 and 0.874 for the English
corpus and between 0.577 and 0.745 for other languages.
1. The data and source code are available at : https://github.com/KimChengSHEANG/MedCWI
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The purpose of the second SemEval 2021 task was also to identify difficult words in texts from
different genres in English : European Parliament, Bible and biomedical texts (Shardlow et al., 2021).
Two main differences from previous tasks : words are annotated using a 5-point Likert scale (from very
easy to very difficult) and consideration of polylexical units. Participants used language models, such
as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) or RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and Gradient Boosted Regression. The
evaluation metric was Pearson’s Correlation and the participants obtained scores between 0.7886 and
-0.0272 for the processing of single words and scores between 0.8612 and 0.1860 for the processing
of polylexical units.
Besides challenge papers, (Gala et al., 2014) proposed an approach to predict the lexical complexity of
French words for non-native learners. The authors use SVM with different features (e.g., word length,
number of phonemes, number of syllables, phoneme/spelling coherence). They obtain accuracy
between 43% and 63%. In another work, three methods for the detection of difficult words in general
language English corpora are evaluated (Shardlow, 2013) : (1) simplify everything, (2) exploit
frequency using reference corpus, (3) train SVM model. The SVM-based method shows the highest
performance with 0.771 precision, while the simplifying everything method has 0.738 precision and
the frequency-based method has 0.709 precision. The frequency threshold is exploited in another work
for the detection of familiarity with medical terms (Zeng et al., 2005). The experience obtains 0.196
mean absolute error and 0.293 root mean square error. Yet, another way to determine word complexity
is based on the rarity of words : the words that are not found in different lexica are considered as
difficult (Borst et al., 2008). This method shows 92% accuracy.
Sheang (2019) has introduced a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approach that combines different features to identify the complex word(s) in a sentence. The model uses GloVe word embedding
(Pennington et al., 2014) feature along with other features such as word frequency, word length,
number of syllables, number of vowels, TFIDF, part-of-speech, dependency, and stop word. The
model performs quite well on three datasets : English, German, and Spanish. However, there was no
French language included in the experiments.

3

Experiments

In this section, we present the dataset, the preprocessing steps, and the models we propose in this
paper. The goal of the experiments is to classify the target text in a sentence as complex or not
complex and evaluate it based on the manual annotation of the dataset.

3.1

Dataset

We use 100 French clinical cases randomly selected from the CAS corpus (Grabar et al., 2018). This
corpus contains a total of 41,384 words. Clinical cases are medical documents similar to clinical
reports. They describe the medical background of patients, the reason of their consultation, the
healthcare process and treatments proposed and performed, and the outcome. Such clinical documents
can be encountered by patients in their everyday lives, which motivates their use in the current work.
Clinical cases deal with different topics and specialties. They are published and are freely accessible
from different sources. They are already anonymous. The corpus with clinical cases is pre-processed.
The documents are syntactically analyzed by the Cordial parser (Laurent et al., 2009) to divide them
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into syntactic groups (chunks). When a given word belongs to a chunk within another chunk, we keep
the minimal chunk. The corpus contains in total 15,053 chunks.
[Ses antécédents médicaux] [montrent] [notamment] [un diabète gestationnel probable]
[et une HG] [lors de sa première grossesse]. [La patiente] [avait alors été hospitalisée] et [avait recu] [un traitement intraveineux] [de métoclopramide associé] [à de la
diphénhydramine suivi] [d’un relais] [par voie orale] [au métoclopramide et] [à l’hydroxyzine]. [Une réaction extrapyramidale] ([rigidité] [de la mâchoire et] [difficulté]
[à parler]) [avait nécessité] [l’arrêt] [du métoclopramide]. [L’hydroxyzine] [avait] [ensuite été remplacée] [par l’association] [de doxylamine] [et de pyridoxine] (DiclectinMD).
[Her medical background] [shows] [a probable gestational diabetes] [and an HG] [during her first pregnancy]. [The patient] [had then been hospitalized] and [received] [an intravenous treatment] [of metoclopramide with] [diphenhydramine followed] [by oral treatment] [with metoclopramide and] [hydroxyzine]. [An extrapyramidal reaction] ([jaw] [stiffness
and] [difficulty] [to talk]) [caused] [the cessation] [of metoclopramide]. [Hydroxyzine] [had]
[then been replaced] [by the combination] [of doxylamine] [and pyridoxine] (Di-clectinMD).
F IGURE 1 – Example of an annotated clinical case
Documents are then annotated manually by nine annotators in order to mark up the chunks with
understanding difficulty. The annotators are all native French speakers, and they have no medical
knowledge or training. Few of them are chronically ill. During the annotation process, the annotators
were advised not to use dictionaries or information available on the Internet. They had to do the
annotations on the basis of their own knowledge. The annotators are presented with whole documents,
where chunks are between brackets, such as shown in Figure 1. For each chunk, the annotators have
to indicate whether they cannot understand it (in red) or whether they are not sure to understand it (in
blue). In the case they understand a given chunk, they do not have to annotate it.
In the end, each document is annotated by at least four annotators, while some documents are
annotated by up to six annotators. We computed the kappa of Fleiss (Fleiss, 1971) for four annotators
who annotated all the documents, which gives a low 0.175 kappa. For some pairs of annotators, kappa
shows slightly higher values (0.292 and 0.316). This means that this annotation task is very subjective
and heavily depends on own knowledge and experience of each person.
The corpus is then segmented into sentences containing one target chunk per sentence. In total, we
have 9,709 sentences with 3,482 complex and 6,227 non-complex chunks. Then for each training
and evaluation, we shuffle the data with a different seed number and split it into three parts : 70% for
training, 15% for validation, and 15% for testing.

3.2

Features

Our models rely on several features to perform the classification. Here are all the features incorporated :
1. FastText Embedding (Bojanowski et al., 2016), a language model pre-trained on large unlabeled corpora, is used as word representation. We prefer FastText of other non-contextualized
word embeddings, such as GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), because FastText is trained with
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F IGURE 2 – Sentence representation of all features.
both word and subword information. It can deal better with rare or unknown words, which we
believe suitable for medical texts ;
2. CamemBERT Embedding (Martin et al., 2020) a French version of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018), is pre-trained on a large amount of texts using a corrupt span masking approach. In
this experiment, we use Flair (Akbik et al., 2019) to extract word embeddings for the whole
sentence from the 12 embedding layers, and then compute the average. After that, we extract
the embedding of each word in the sentence with the dimension of 768 each ;
3. Word Length is the number of characters in a word ;
4. Word Syllable is the number of syllables in each word, extracted using PyHyphen 2 ;
5. Vowel Count is the number of vowels in each word ;
6. Word Rank is the frequency order taken from FastText pre-trained model ;
7. TFIDF (Salton, 1991) permits to measure how a sentence is relevant to a document ;
8. LangGen Frequency is a frequency computed from French Wikipedia ;
9. Clear Frequency is a frequency computed from a French medical corpus (Grabar et al., 2018).

3.3

Preprocessing

Figure 2 shows vector representations of all features. First, each sentence is separated into three parts :
target chunk, its left context, and its right context. Then, we compute the values of all features, as
shown in Section 3.2, and cache them into files so that we can load them back quickly depending on
the feature set. The feature values of the left context and right context are on average. They are used
as context information for the target chunk. However, the feature values of each word in the target
chunk are the actual values, which is one row per word, as shown in Figure 2.
2. https ://github.com/dr-leo/PyHyphen
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3.4

Models

In this section, we describe each model of our experiments.
CNN or Convolutional Neural Network (LeCun et al., 1995) is often used for image classification
tasks, but it is also efficient for complex word identification (Aroyehun et al., 2018; Sheang, 2019).
Our model follows the approach of (Sheang, 2019) by adding more frequency lists, removing some
linguistic features, and replacing GloVe with FastText and CamemBERT. To train the model, first,
the vector representations of all features for a sentence (as shown in Figure 2) are appended as a
two-dimensional vector depending on the number of features. Then, we pass it through CNN layer
with the number of filters 128, the stride of 1, and the kernel size of 3, 4, and 5. After that, we apply
Max Pooling and pass it through three Fully-Connected (FC) layers with the output of 256, 64, and 1.
The last layer is the output, which gives 0 (non-complex) or 1 (complex). The model is trained with
Adam optimizer, a learning rate of 0.003, dropout 15% between each layer, and batch size of 64. We
use weighted cross-entropy as a loss function with the weight of 1.7 for the positive to counterbalance
the negative, as the data in the negative class is 64% and positive 36%. We train the model for 200
epochs and validate it every 100 iterations, then save the model that achieves the highest macro
F1-score and use it to evaluate the test set.
CatBoost (Dorogush et al., 2018) is a gradient boosting on Decision Trees library is often used for
ranking, regression, and classification tasks. CatBoost is an ensemble learning library that combines
multiple machine learning algorithms (Decision Trees) to obtain a better model. To train the model,
we follow the same data preparation step as in the CNN model and then flatten it into a long vector.
The model is trained for 1200 iterations with the learning of 0.03.
XGBoost (Chen & Guestrin, 2016) stands for Extreme Gradient Boosting, is a scalable, distributed
gradient-boosted decision tree machine learning library similar to CatBoost. It is one of the leading
machine learning libraries for regression, classification, and ranking problems. To train the model,
the data is prepared the way as in CatBoost model, and then trained with the max depth of 10, the
learning rate of 0.03, and the number of estimators of 500.

4

Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the results of our three models (CNN, CatBoost, and XGBoost) trained with different
feature sets. The results are indicated in a macro average of precision (P), recall (R), and F1-score
(F1). The models are trained with each feature set five times : the average values are indicated. The
column Features indicates the combinations of features used in each model. Each feature number
corresponds to those in Section 3.2. The CNN model performs better in all cases, except when the
CNN model is trained without word embeddings, it performs lower than CatBoost and XGBoost. We
get up to 0.854 F1-score.
We started with the CNN model trained with only FastText word embedding, and then we kept
adding more features one by one. We could see that the result was improved each time we added a
new feature. Then, we tried removing the embedding feature, and the result dropped significantly.
Next, we tried BERT embedding (CamemBERT), and the result was way better than all models with
FastText. It can be due to the fact that BERT embedding has captured better information on words
than FastText. Next, we combined FastText with BERT ; as a result, the CNN model performs worse
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Features
1
1, 3
1, 3, 4
1, 3, 4, 5
1, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9
1, 2
2
2, 3
2, 3, 4
2, 3, 4, 5
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9

P
0.818
0.817
0.819
0.820
0.826
0.823
0.824
0.827
0.787
0.848
0.848
0.848
0.852
0.854
0.851
0.851
0.851
0.849
0.853

CNN
R
0.811
0.813
0.815
0.817
0.818
0.820
0.824
0.826
0.778
0.843
0.847
0.847
0.851
0.852
0.850
0.847
0.846
0.844
0.856

F1
0.814
0.815
0.816
0.818
0.821
0.821
0.824
0.826
0.781
0.845
0.847
0.847
0.851
0.853
0.851
0.849
0.848
0.846
0.854

P
0.798
0.799
0.804
0.803
0.829
0.830
0.826
0.831
0.803
0.838
0.823
0.825
0.826
0.822
0.821
0.829
0.822
0.832
0.826

CatBoost
R
0.773
0.771
0.781
0.780
0.812
0.813
0.809
0.817
0.786
0.824
0.807
0.811
0.812
0.808
0.806
0.817
0.810
0.817
0.815

F1
0.783
0.781
0.790
0.788
0.819
0.820
0.816
0.823
0.793
0.830
0.814
0.817
0.818
0.814
0.812
0.822
0.815
0.824
0.820

P
0.798
0.796
0.800
0.797
0.799
0.826
0.825
0.826
0.802
0.834
0.824
0.825
0.825
0.824
0.820
0.834
0.827
0.835
0.834

XGBoost
R
0.770
0.770
0.772
0.770
0.774
0.811
0.812
0.812
0.789
0.817
0.799
0.802
0.802
0.798
0.796
0.816
0.815
0.822
0.822

F1
0.780
0.779
0.782
0.780
0.783
0.817
0.818
0.818
0.795
0.824
0.809
0.811
0.811
0.808
0.805
0.823
0.820
0.827
0.827

TABLE 1 – This table shows the results in a macro average of precision (P), recall (R), and F1-score
(F1) of our three models trained with different combinations of features. All models are trained with
each feature set five times and computed the average. Higher value means better. The column feature
lists all combinations of features used in the training of each model, and each number represents the
corresponding feature listed in Section 3.2.
than the model with BERT alone, whereas CatBoost and XGBoost models perform better ; especially
the CatBoost model performs the best among all of its models. Even though CatBoost and XGBoost
models perform pretty well, it is still significantly lower than the CNN model.
In comparison with all the models, the results show that in most cases the CNN model performs
better than CatBoost and XGBoost, except in the model without the word embedding, this could
be an indication that CatBoost and XGBoost learn better than the CNN model when having less
information.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed three classifiers based on CNN, CatBoost, and XGBoost with different
feature sets such as FastText, BERT, word length, word syllable, vowel count, word rank, TFIDF,
LangGen frequency, and Clear frequency to detect complex words in French biomedical documents.
We have also created the dataset and provided the set of experiments for the evaluation. The results
have shown that our models perform quite well, and the CNN model overtakes the others.
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